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Dinner After Dark is much more than a collection of great recipes: Itâ€™s a recipe for a great party,

featuring stylish cocktails, stunning interiors, creative tabletops (hint: almost no cut flowers), and

even advice on music, place cards, and the art of being a gracious host and guest. This is mostly

cookbook, but also part decorating, part bartending, part etiquette, and part plain old bon-vivant-ism.

The recipes are drawn from Colin Cowieâ€™s sophisticated international palate, focusing on the

exotic. The Peri-Peri dinner offers Saketinis to start, then moves on to Curried Mussels in

Coconut-Milk Broth, red-hot Peri-Peri Chicken with green olives and preserved lemons, and a

luscious Orange Custard Tart. The Cuba Libre cocktail party features Escabeche of Swordfish,

Picadillo in a Lettuce Cup with Fresh Tomato Salsa, Plantain Chips, and Arroz con Camarones, all

washed down with Mojitos and Cuba Libres. And the intriguing Bombay SoirÃ©e includes an

appetizer of Stir-Fried Shrimp with Lemon and Scallions and an entrÃ©e of Chicken Curry and

Peas, served with three different cooling raitas, Mango Chutney, Pappadams, and Aromatic

Basmati Rice. Whatâ€™s remarkable about the hundred recipes is that the dishes rely on spices

rather than fats, on delicious pairings instead of interminable ingredient lists. Even more remarkable

is that nearly every recipe can be prepared in less than an hour, and almost none requires

last-minute cooking, allowing you to be a guest at your own party. Each party will be a fabulous one,

with fun, helpful features such as: 911, entertaining emergencies and how to solve them; 411,

information calls, like what a tagine is or how to trim an artichoke; OTT (Over the Top), on how to

make the evening truly spectacular; and A Lighter Touch, on adapting recipes for less fat, or simply

to be less heavy. All of this is presented in Colinâ€™s inimitably stylish, irrepressibly fun voice

thatâ€™s both entertaining and informed.Each party takes place in a uniquely beautiful location,

from spectacular New York City apartments to an oh-so-very L.A. Modernist house to the beach in

East Hampton. The guests are smiling and glamorous and having a good time, the decors and

tabletops and food are extraordinarily appealingâ€”you want to be there. Not only will Dinner After

Dark transport you, itâ€™ll allow you to bring the party to your own home.
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So you've been to France, Japan, Italy, Cuba and Russia and whatever hot international

destination, or do you just want to eat and entertain like you have? This book let's you do this. Its

really thorough- from making cocktails to setting the table, to making theme based dinners. The

recipes are thorough too - you can have a country type garlic chicken (inexpensive) but you'll also

reach for this book when you want to treat yourself to caviar (expensive). This is not the Joy of

Cooking. My only complaint is some of the dishes are "heavy" and this is not a cookbook for the

sake of a cookbook (some recipes are hit or miss)- there are better ones - and do take MUCH

MORE THAN AN HOUR. My husband complains that its too rich. Maybe his model thin guests

actually don't eat what he prepares? Also, I have his other Cookbook. Between these two, I am

ready to entertain for any event. That one is more "practical" since it has non dinner recipes. If you

are going to entertain to the Jet Set crowd you should get this one. For production & style & menu

ideas , it lets you dream.

This book is one that I had considered several times but had been hesitant to purchase because I

did not want a book that was just "fluff". This book is definitely not fluff- quite the opposite. It has

beautiful pictures, interesting and very doable party ideas plus recipes. Exceeded my expectations.

I was delightfully enchanted with Colin's newest book. Having read his previous publications, I was

very pleased with Colin's creativity and design style. I am always pleased with the calibre of design

in all his books, but I find I am always left wanting more. Everyone has a favourite, some old hat,

some new and hip to contemporary fads, but Colin is timeless, creative, and mindful of your budget.

He's a Creative genius and I truly enjoyed this book. It sits on my desk at work where people come

by to borrow it and have a hard time returning it!

I love this book. Each chapter and recipe makes me feel as if I am at the party with Colin. After

trying most of these recipes, I now can easily make these myself as if I had created them myself.



Colin recently came out with a new book, CC Chic, which is a compliment to this book. He offers

fresh tips and insights to ensuring your life goes as smoothly as possible. The master himself gives

insight to what's what.

I am a huge Colin Cowie fan and couldn't wait to receive this book. Although the pictures were

adequate, it fell short for me. I personally think it's a lack of his "personailty" that I am so familiar

with on all his shows and appearances. That being said, I'm not getting rid of it. Lol, like I said, I'm a

huge fan.
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